Dear Candidate,

Infosys BPM Ltd is hiring for Technology Support Specialist- Selenium Testing with Java Scripting role @ Chennai on 26.4.2018

Chennai Venue:
Infosys BPM
4th Floor, South Wing C Block
Tidel Park
No 4 Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Taramani
Chennai

Contact person: Mohamed Ibrahim
Timing from 9:30 AM To 10:30 AM
Drive Date: 26th April, 2018

Reference: DS-Rituparna (kindly mention on top of CV)
Please ask your friends/Colleagues also to walk for the drive if their profile matches the requirement.

Mandatory Documents:
1. Carry a printout of this mail along with your profile.
2. Carry any 2 photo Identity proof original (PAN Card/Driving License/Voter’s ID card/Passport).
Job description:

Designation: Technology Support Specialist

Role: Selenium Testing with Java Scripting

Job location: Chennai

Shift: Night shift

Job Description Automation Testing with Selenium with Java Scripting

• Option 1:: Candidate should be aware of Java, Jenkins with CI/CD Exp with Selenium
• Option 2:: Java development/scripting
• Should have good understanding of STLC phases
• Should have worked on HP - QC/ALM
• Around 3+ Years of Automation testing – Selenium with Descriptive programming using Java Scripting(mandatory)
• Should have good communication to speak to client stakeholders and openness to work for Night shifts

Responsibilities:

• Update existing tests/Create new tests in the automation test suite (using Selenium).
• Write test planning documentation from requirements specifications.
• Review all testing documents and other test-related documentation.
• Assist in implementation of the overall testing strategy.
• Ensure that quality standards are adhered to during the development of products.
• Add new tests and expand the automation test suite.
• Collect and create test data for functional and non-functional testing.
• Run functional and non-functional tests.

• Liaise with developers during the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).

• Provide estimates for test activities.

Kindly acknowledge after receiving the mail.

Please ask your friends/Colleagues also to walk for the drive if their profile matches the requirement.

Thanks and Regards,

Rituparna

Process Specialist | Talent Acquisition-India | Infy HR

Email: rituparna.mondal@infosys.com  Phone: 08040671121 | 9980134762